EMERGENCY PLANNING GUIDE
GET INFORMED

Download the Red Stick Ready app and follow us on social media.

MAKE A PLAN

Visit www.redstickready.com for more preparedness tips and information on how to make a plan, build a kit
and utilize the buddy system.

Make sure the whole
family remembers the
address/number of a
safe meeting place.

What is my
household
communication
Plan?

Complete the
Red Stick Ready
Communications Card!

How will I
receive
emergency
alerts and
warnings?

Start your
Emergency
Plan with 4
questions:

What is my
evacuation
route?

Pets are an important
member of your family
Be sure each pet has a
Red Stick Ready
Emergency Sheet

What is my
shelter plan?

Practice our plan!
Know what you and
your family will do if
an emergency
occurs.

BUILD A KIT

When an emergency happens, you and your family need to be ready to respond. You may need to survive on
your own for several days. Being prepared means having your own food, water and other supplies to last for at
least 72 hours. Use the Disaster Supply checklist, which can be found on the RSR website, to see which items
are necessary for your kit.

UTILIZE THE BUDDY SYSTEM™

Working together with other residents of your neighborhood can save lives and property. Communicate with your
neighbors to plan how the neighborhood can work together before, during, and after a disaster. Consider your
elderly neighbors and offer to help them with getting prepared. Check to see that they have family or someone
looking out for their well-being. Know what special skills your neighbors might have and how they can best be
utilized in an emergency situation. Above all else, check with your friends, family, and neighbors and ensure everyone is prepared before an emergency happens. Remember, don’t just be ready, be Red Stick Ready!

